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ABSTRACT
Field Testing the Effects of Low Reynolds Number on the Power Performance of the Cal Poly Wind Power
Research Center Small Wind Turbine
John B. Cunningham

This thesis report investigates the effects of low Reynolds number on the power performance of a 3.74 m
diameter horizontal axis wind turbine. The small wind turbine was field tested at the Cal Poly Wind Power
Research Center to acquire its coefficient of performance, Cp, vs. tip speed ratio, λ, characteristics.
A description of both the wind turbine and test setup are provided. Data filtration and processing techniques
were developed to ensure a valid method to analyze and characterize wind power measurements taken in a
highly variable environment. The test results demonstrated a significant drop in the wind turbine’s power
performance as Reynolds number decreased. From Re = 2.76E5 to Re = 1.14E5, the rotor’s Cp_max changed
from 0.30 to 0.19. The Cp vs. λ results also displayed a clear change in shape with decreasing Reynolds
number. The analysis highlights the influence of the rotor’s Cl /Cd characteristics on the Cp vs. λ curve’s
Reynolds number dependency. By not accounting for the effects of varying Reynolds number below the
critical value for a rotor operating at constant λ, the design of the rotor planform may overestimate the actual
performance of the turbine in real-world conditions. This problem is more evident in distributed-scale wind
turbines, compared to utility-scale ones, because of the significantly shorter chord lengths, and therefore
increased wind speed range where this effect occurs. Lastly, the wind turbine’s future control method and
annual energy production are evaluated using the test results.
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1. Introduction
The small wind turbine industry is in striking need of developmental research to improve its competitiveness
with other forms of distributed generation. Small wind turbines face unique challenges that restrict
proportional growth to more prominent utility scale wind turbines. This report is specifically focused on the
effects of low Reynolds number operation of small wind turbine rotors. Small wind turbines, defined by the
IEC as wind turbines with a swept area less than 200 m2 [1], typically exhibit a wide range of Reynolds
numbers less than 500000 [2]. Utility scale wind turbine’s larger cord lengths and less variable relative
velocities result in more consistent Reynolds numbers an order of magnitude above this. At these Reynolds
numbers, a rotor’s Cl /Cd curve, the most important parameter of power performance, is relatively constant.
For small wind turbines, a rotor’s Cl /Cd curve can exhibit significant decreases in magnitude and changes in
shape as Reynolds number drops. This Reynolds number effect must be considered in the design of a small
wind turbine system.

Previous studies concerning small wind turbines, [3] and [4], have tested the influence of low Reynolds
number operation on Cp vs. λ characteristics. However, the tests were performed in wind tunnel test facilities
and dealt with rotor diameters less than 1.2 m. This report details the testing of a 3.74 m diameter rotor at the
Cal Poly Wind Power Research Center field test site. The field-testing approach permits the study of wind
turbine rotors that cannot be removed from their installed location or cannot fit within a given wind tunnel
testing facility. But the consequences include longer testing periods and additional data filtration steps, both
due to the uncontrollable nature of wind. The power performance testing of the CPWPRC wind turbine
required 60 cumulative hours to be spent at the test site, during which a total of 23.2 hours of data were
logged.

The goal of this project was to provide insight on the effects of low Reynolds number wind turbine operation,
while also offering a detailed description of the test methods and data analysis used for field testing. The test
results aid the design analysis and power performance development of the CPWPRC wind turbine. The report
is divided into five main sections. Chapter 2 details the design of the CPWPRC wind turbine, focusing on
the rotor blades and control system. Chapter 3 describes the test site and equipment of the CPWPRC.
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Chapter 4 explains the data collection, filtration, and processing methods used to obtain viable Cp vs. λ
characteristics of the rotor. Chapter 5 presents and analyzes the test results in relation to the low Reynolds
number effect and contrasts the results with the theoretical Cp vs. λ projection of the CPWPRC wind turbine.
Finally, Chapter 6 offers future control method considerations regarding the test results and presents a
technique to develop a high wind speed control method.
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2. Cal Poly Wind Power Research Center
The Cal Poly Wind Power Research Center (CPWPRC) was developed in 2009 to study engineering topics
in the wind energy field. The research center is located at an elevation of 650’, atop a small hill at Cal Poly’s
Escuela Ranch, 5 miles north west of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo campus. The research center is bound by a
corral that contains a 21.3 m tall wind turbine. The turbine possesses a three bladed, 3.74 m diameter,
horizontal axis rotor. At the base of the tower is a control box, load box, and resistive water heating load. The
CPWPRC wind turbine is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. CPWPRC Wind Turbine
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The CPWPRC is used for research purposes only, not to produce electricity for the grid. Numerous students
and faculty have worked on projects studying and developing various aspects of the turbine. The projects
have focused on control solutions, rotor blade manufacturing, and structural analysis. Until this report, no
M.S. projects had tested the power performance of the turbine.

2.1 Rotor Design
The CPWPRC wind turbine utilizes a 3.74 m diameter three bladed horizontal axis rotor. The rotor blades
were designed to model the RISO-A-27 and RISO-A-18 airfoil profiles, Figure 2. The profiles were
developed by RISO National Laboratory in Denmark and documented in the report, “Design of the Wind
Turbine Airfoil Family RISO-A-XX”, [5]. Benefits of the RISO airfoil family include their insensitivity to
leading edge roughness and their ability to be used for both stall and pitch regulation applications [6].

Figure 2. RISO-A-27 and RISO-A-18 airfoil profiles [5]

The thick RISO-A-27 inboard profile provides a high cross-sectional stiffness to limit blade deflection. The
large size also accommodates the root tube which connects to the rotor hub. The thinner RISO-A-18 profile
exhibits a high Cl /Cd ratio and is used where structural rigidity is not as important [6]. As denoted by their
names, the max thicknesses of the RISO-A-27 and A-18 profiles are 27 and 18% their cord length.

The Cl and Cd characteristics of the two airfoils are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The curves were generated in
XFOIL and based off Re = 2.5E6 for RISO-A-27 and Re = 3.0E6 for RISO-A-18. Each figure presents “Free
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Transition” and ‘Fixed Transition” lines that correspondingly represent a smooth and rough leading edge of
a blade profile. This report utilized the “Fixed Transition” lines. The Cl and Cd characteristics of an airfoil
are directly related to the power performance of a wind turbine. They determine the forces that contribute to
the torque, thus mechanical power output of the rotor. The importance of these curves, specifically their
dependence on Re, is elaborated on in Chapter 5.

Figure 3. RISO-A-27 Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α Curves Determined with XFOIL (Solid line: Free Transition,
Dashed Line: Fixed Transition) at Re = 2.5E6 [5]
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Figure 4. RISO-A-18 Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α Curves Determined with XFOIL (Solid line: Free Transition,
Dashed Line: Fixed Transition) at Re = 3.0E6 [5]
The blade geometry was designed using Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEM), a method described in
[7]. The design utilized 20 equal blade sections spaced over the 1.87 m rotor radius. The sections and their
corresponding geometry are shown in Table 1. The blade design targeted the attainment of its Cl /Cd max at
α = 10.5°, Vwind = 10 m/s, and λ = 4.
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Table 1. CPWPRC Wind Turbine Blade Dimensions
Section

Section
Description

Distance
From
Axis (m)

Pitch
Angle
(deg)

Twist
angle
(deg)

Chord
Length
(m)

Max
Thickness
(mm)

20.00

RISO-A-18

1.83

-2.64

0.00

0.12

22.352

19.00

RISO-A-18

1.74

-2.17

0.47

0.13

23.368

18.00

RISO-A-18

1.65

- 1.65

0.99

0.14

24.638

17.00

RISO-A-18

1.55

-1.07

1.57

0.14

25.908

16.00

RISO-A-18

1.46

-0.43

2.21

0.15

27.432

15.00

RISO-A-18

1.37

0.29

2.93

0.16

28.956

14.00

RISO-A-18

1.28

1.10

3.75

0.17

30.734

13.00

RISO-A-18

1.19

2.03

4.67

0.18

32.512

12.00

RISO-A-18

1.10

3.08

5.72

0.19

34.798

11.00

RISO-A-18

1.01

4.30

6.94

0.21

37.084

10.00

RISO-A-18

0.91

5.71

8.35

0.22

39.878

9.00

RISO-A-18

0.82

7.37

10.01

0.24

42.926

8.00

RISO-A-18

0.73

9.34

11.98

0.26

46.228

7.00

RISO-A-18

0.64

11.69

14.33

0.28

49.53

6.00

RISO-A-27

0.55

14.54

17.18

0.29

79.248

5.00

RISO-A-27

0.46

18.00

20.64

0.31

84.074

4.00

RISO-A-27

0.37

22.23

24.87

0.32

86.868

3.00

RISO-A-27

0.27

27.36

30.00

0.32

85.344

2.00

Hub

0.18

1.00

Hub

0.09

0.00

Axis

0.00

With this geometry, R. Sandret’s thesis report, [8], projected a rated rotor performance of 3 kW at a wind
speed of 10 m/s. This corresponded to an expected Cp_max = 0.45 at λ ≈ 4. The theoretical Cp vs. λ plot of [8],
is shown in Figure 5. Chapter 5 compares the theoretical model to the Cp vs. λ test results acquired for this
report.
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Figure 5. CPWPRC Theoretical Cp vs. λ Curve Presented in [8]

The blades were fabricated with carbon and E-glass fibers reinforced by epoxy resin. The manufacturing is
documented B. Edwards’ thesis report [6]. Figure 6 displays a solid model of the blade geometry. Figure 7
displays a photo of the rotor atop the wind turbine tower.

Figure 6. Solid Model of CPWPRC Wind Turbine Blade [6]
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Figure 7. CPWPRC Wind Turbine Rotor

2.2 Electrical - Generator, Wiring, Load
The CPWPRC wind turbine rotor is coupled to a Ginlong Technologies GL-PMG-3500 generator. The direct
drive generator is rated for 3.5 kW. The generator produces a three phase AC output that is rectified by a
single passive bridge, attached to the generator. The resulting output is a ‘wild DC’ voltage and current that
varies in magnitude depending on the generator torque and rpm. The GL-PMG-3500 spec sheet is located in
Appendix A.

From the generator output terminals, #14 AWG wires run the length of the tower to the load box. In the load
box, the positive output of the generator travels to an 800 VDC Crydom solid state relay. The solid state relay
provides the high voltage circuit switching needed for the control system.

The circuit is completed with a resistive water heating load. The load is comprised of two sets of four
1000 W water heaters wired in parallel with the generator outputs. The water heaters are housed in two
55-gallon water tanks. A photo of the water tanks, load box, and control box is displayed in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. CPWPRC Resistive Heating Load, Load Box, and Control Box

2.3 Control Method - Pulse Width Modulation Resistive Loading
The CPWPRC wind turbine is a variable speed – fixed pitch system. Its speed is regulated using the
GL-PMG-3500 generator. The speed regulation comes through pulse width modulation (PWM) resistive
loading control. The PWM resistive load control regulates the effective resistive load seen by the generator.
This dynamic load regulation permits torque, thus rpm and power control. Figure 9 is a simplified circuit of
CPWPRC wind turbine system. The igen and Vgen are the DC generator outputs. The R and L are the resistance
and inductance of the wind turbine system.
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Figure 9. Simplified CPWPRC Wind Turbine Circuit
Pulse width modulation is the on-off switching of the circuit at varying duty cycles. The switching changes
the effective current, ieff, and resistance, Reff, of the system, Equations (1) and (2). To note, these equations
are integrated averages of the duty cycle signal at which the current and resistance are regulated. At a 0%
duty cycle (DC = 0), the switch is always open and ieff = 0. From Equation (3), this results in no generator
torque. At a 100% duty cycle (DC = 1), the switch is always closed. This results in ieff = igen, and the max
possible generator torque for the given conditions. The Tgen equation can also be looked at in terms of Reff,
Equation (4). By regulating the duty cycle, the Reff load changes, thus Tgen does too. Now using Equation (5),
one can understand that by varying duty cycles from 0 to 100%, the power output is regulated.
𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷𝐶 ∗ 𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛

(1)

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅/𝐷𝐶

(2)

𝑇𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 𝑘𝑡 ∗ 𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓

(3)

𝑇𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 𝑘𝑡 ∗ 𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 /𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓

(4)

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝛺

(5)

In the case of the CPWPRC, the system’s resistive load, R, primarily includes the resistance of the water
heaters, generator, and wires. The inductive load, L, primarily includes the inductance of the generator. The
switching is done at the 800VDC Crydom solid state relay. An STM32 Nucleo microcontroller, linked to the
relay, regulates the duty cycle switching at approximately 100 Hz. The microcontroller is programed to
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provide duty cycles enabling either, 1. constant rotor speed, 2. constant tip speed ratio, or 3. constant duty
cycle. A rotor speed sensor, connected to the microcontroller, allows the program to achieve this desired
control. A Raspberry Pi 3 B+ with a display monitor is used as an interface to choose the specific control.
After the specific rotor speed, tip speed ratio, or duty cycle is selected via the interface, a real time plot of the
variables is displayed. The monitor, Raspberry Pi 3 B+, and Nucleo Microcontroller are located within the
control box.

2.4 Tower, Nacelle, and Yaw Control
The CPWPRC tower is a 21.3 m tapered tubular steel structure. The two-piece mast rotates about a
perpendicular sleeve bearing supported axis. A ginpole-strut assembly at the rear of the tower, used in
conjunction with a truck winch and anchor, allows the tower to be rotated about the axis and lowered to the
ground. Figure 10 is a photo taken of the tower lowering procedure.

Figure 10. CPWPRC Tower Lowering Procedure

The nacelle is located at the top of the tower. It houses the GL-3500-PMG generator, emergency hydraulic
disk brake system, various sensors, and electrical wiring and hardware. The internal structure of the nacelle
is square steel tubing, while the external fairing is fiberglass. Internal and external views of the nacelle are
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Internal and External Photos of CPWPRC Nacelle

An active yaw system is built into the base of the nacelle. A ring gear and motor system allows manual or
automatic control of the nacelle’s yaw angle. The automatic yaw control actively aligns the nacelle with the
wind direction.
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3. Test Setup
This chapter provides a detailed look at the CPWPRC test site and equipment. The IEC standard
61400-12-1, Power Performance Measurements of Electricity Producing Wind Turbines (1st Edition) [9],
served as a guideline to evaluate the test setup. Ideally, the tests would have followed the exact requirements
of the standard, but due to the preexisting conditions and equipment on site, some of these requirements were
not strictly met.

3.1 Test Site
The testing occurred at the CPWPRC, atop a small hill at Escuela Ranch. The test site consisted of short
grassy vegetation. A corral surrounding the CPWPRC prevented livestock from getting near the turbine.
Figure 12 shows a topographic view of the site.

Figure 12. Topographic View of Site with CPWPRC indicated by the Red Dot
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A measurement sector was defined to determine an allowable wind direction range for data collection. A
sector of 250 to 300°, shown in Figure 13, was chosen based on the topography of the site and the location
of the boom that held anemometer and wind vane.

Figure 13. CPWPRC Measurement Sector
The meteorological boom faced SWS of 190°. To prevent the turbine’s wake from influencing anemometer
measurements, wind directions from 300 to 60° were not included in the measurement sector. In addition,
the sector avoided the 60 to 250° region because of possible flow distortion due to uneven topography. As
seen in Figure 12, the site’s west region is relatively flat while the east region has a steep grade. Appendix B
shows the view from the base of the tower. None of the obstacles in the measurement sector were determined
to be significant. IEC 61400-12-1 requires the site to be analytically assessed to identify topographic
variations around the site. This assessment was not completed due to lack of time and resources.
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3.2 Test Equipment
3.2.1 Boom Mounting

The boom held both the anemometer and wind vane used for testing. The length of the boom spanned
2.91 m perpendicular to the tower. The anemometer was raised and mounted 0.73 m vertically from the end
of the boom. The wind vane sat 1.21 m below and 0.23 m in front of the anemometer. Figure 14 shows the
boom mounting setup.

Figure 14. Front and Side View of Boom Mounting Setup

The boom mounting setup resulted in a minimum distance of 1.32 m from the anemometer to the rotor. IEC
61400-12-1 recommends boom mounted test equipment of small wind turbines be a minimum of 3 m from
the rotor.
3.2.2 Anemometer

A Second Wind C3 cup anemometer was used to take wind speed measurements. The anemometer was
modified to house an Allegro A1120UA hall effect sensor that provided digital wind speed measurements.
The modification required a small wire routing hole to be drilled into the anemometer. This was determined
to not affect the wind speed readings. The calibration report of the modified anemometer is presented in
Appendix C. The spec sheet for the Second Wind C3 anemometer is presented in Appendix D.
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3.2.3 Wind Vane

An NRG #200P wind vane was used to take wind direction measurements. The spec sheet for the wind vane
is presented in Appendix E.
3.2.4 Rotor Speed Measurement

The rotor speed measurement was taken using an Omega PRX102-8P shielded inductive proximity sensor.
The sensor tracked the frequency of a 60-tooth magnetic gear attached to the shaft. The Omega PRX102-8P
sensor’s data sheet is displayed in Appendix F.
3.2.5 Power Measurement

CR Magnetics voltage and current transducers were used to calculate the power output of the turbine. The
transducers, located in the load box, measured the DC voltage and current produced by the generator after
the electricity traveled down the tower’s wires. The CR5311-600-12 voltage transducer and CR5211-20-12
current transducer spec sheets are presented in Appendices G and H.

The current transducer was tested to investigate its time response to an on-off switching current. The response
was of interest because of the wind turbine’s high frequency PWM switching suspected to be affecting the
current transducer’s output. The test results are shown in Appendix I. The 2 ms time constant, determined
using the oscilloscope trigger function, proved much slower than the PWM switching rate of 100Hz. Because
of this slow reaction time, it was concluded that the current transducer’s output was not the 0 A or igen values
that would be given by an instantaneous measurement of an on-off signal. They were instead a measurement
taking place within the time response of the transducer. After conducting further testing with the
SQ2020-2F8, described in Chapter 3.2.6 and Appendix I, it was shown that these time response dependent
readings centered at the average of the switching signal.
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3.2.6 Data Acquisition System

A Grant Instruments SQ2020-2F8 Data Logger was used for data collection. The outputs of the anemometer,
wind vane, voltage and current transducers, rotor speed sensor, and yaw angle sensor, were wired to the
DAQ’s input block. The DAQ logged and sampled measurements at a 1 Hz frequency. The data was
downloaded and exported to .csv format via Grant Instruments Squirrel View software.

The DAQ was tested to analyze its response to high frequency switching signals. Test results are presented
in Appendix I. The DAQ showed that when switching signals over approximately 60 Hz were input to the
device, it logged the average of the signal. With this evidence, it was concluded that SQ2020-2F8 was logging
the output of the current transducer as an integrated average, ieff.
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4. Cp vs. λ Testing
The coefficient of performance, Cp, vs. tip speed ratio, λ, curve characterizes the performance of a wind
turbine rotor. The curve is unique to its corresponding rotor design. This chapter explains Cp vs. λ
(Cp - λ) theory and details the steps taken to determine the Cp - λ curve of CPWPRC wind turbine rotor.

4.1 Cp vs. λ Curve Theory
The coefficient of performance and tip speed ratio are defined by Equations 6 and 7.
𝐶𝑃 =

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
3
1⁄ 𝜌𝑉
2 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝐴

(6)

𝛺𝑅
𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

(7)

𝜆=

Coefficient of performance is the ratio of a rotor’s mechanical power output to the total power available in
the wind for the given conditions. Tip speed ratio is the ratio of the velocity at the tip of a rotor’s blades to
the velocity of the wind. Moreover, the Cp - λ curve defines how much power a rotor can extract from the
wind at all possible combinations of Vwind and Ω. A typical looking Cp - λ curve is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Typical Cp vs. λ curve of a Wind Turbine Rotor
At λ = 0, the rotor is stopped, and no power is captured from the wind. At λ = λmax, the rotor no longer
generates lift, thus torque and power. At λ = λopt, Vwind and Ω reach a point at which maximum power is
captured from the wind. This is the peak of the curve, where Cp = Cp_max. According to Betz's law, the highest
theoretical Cp_max attainable for a wind turbine system is 0.593.
A Cp vs. λ curve can be obtained through a theoretical modeling or a testing approach. Examples of theoretical
modeling are shown in [3] and [8]. The testing approach is described in the remainder of this chapter.

4.2 Testing Goal
A key goal of this report was to determine the Cp - λ characteristics of the CPWPRC wind turbine through a
field-testing approach. Prior to this project, the turbine’s Cp - λ curve had only been established through a
theoretical method presented in [8], Figure 5. A field-testing approach was needed to evaluate the theoretical
model and truly assess the rotor’s performance. This assessment determines the control method that permits
the CPWPRC wind turbine’s maximum power extraction.
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4.3 Testing Procedures
To acquire the Cp vs. λ curve of the CPWPRC rotor, data of Vwind, Ω, ieff and Vgen, was obtained over the
rotor’s full range of λ’s. In addition, wind direction, θwind, and yaw angle, ϕyaw, data was acquired for data
filtration purposes. All data was attained using the instruments described in Chapter 3.2. Tip speed ratio was
calculated using Equation 7 and Cp was calculated using Equation 8, a modified version of Equation 6. To
note, the density of the air was estimated using Cal Poly San Luis Obispo ITRC weather station data [10].
The average density of the air during the test period was 1.167 kg/m3.

𝐶𝑃 =

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓

(8)

3
1⁄ 𝜌𝑉
2 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝐴

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓

(9)

Equation 8 substitutes Pout, the mechanical power produced by the rotor, with Peff, the electric power produced
by the wind turbine. Doing so, neglects the mechanical and electric losses of the system. The possible effects
of the Pout = Peff assumption are discussed in Chapter 5.4.
To obtain the full range of λ values, the turbine’s rotor speed was manually changed using the constant rotor
speed control permitted by the CPWPRC system. The Ω was selected based on the turbine’s λ value at the
time of the selection. Doing so, permitted the attainment of specific λ values needed to fill certain data bins.
This test method was deemed necessary to minimize data collection time. To note, all testing was completed
with personnel onsite, due to the rotors inability to be controlled remotely.

Manual and automatic yaw control were used for testing. The manual yaw was used for the first half of the
test period when the automatic yaw was not functioning properly. For the second half of the test period, the
yaw control was restored by identifying a glitch that occurred when the wind direction was 0°. Furthermore,
the yaw control was used in all but approximately 0° wind direction conditions. This was convenient, as the
personnel controlling the turbine did not have to constantly realign the nacelle with the wind.
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The emergency hydraulic disk brake system was programmed to activate at Ω = 300 rpm. This was done for
the safety of the turbine during possible rotor runaway events, a concept discussed in Chapter 6.2. As a result,
the emergency brake restricted the attainment of high λ values at high Vwind.

At the end of each testing period, the data collected by the SQ2020-2F8 DAQ was downloaded to a computer
and exported in .csv format.

4.4 Data Filtration
Wind turbine field testing is not an easy task. Due to the unpredictable nature of wind, data does not always
suit the needs of an experiment. This is accounted for by using a data rejection filter that removes any
recorded data not within the defined experimental criteria.
The Cp - λ data rejection filter was implemented using the Matlab script found in Appendix J. Each .csv data
file was imported to Matlab using the CpLambda_Import.m file. The script read each file, downsampled the
data to 5 second averages, and added the resulting data to a numerical array storing all the data. The averaging
method was used to control scattered and misleading data, while also providing relatively fine resolution
results. IEC 61400-12 requires the use of 60 second averages for power performance testing. This average
size was too large for the amount of Cp - λ data obtained, as it resulted in coarse resolution plots and
unidentifiable trends.

Once imported and averaged, the data was filtered using the CpLambda_Filter.m file. The filter began by
deleting all data in which θwind was outside of the measurement sector, 250° < θwind < 300°. Yaw error, αyaw,
was then calculated with Equation 10. Data was removed if αyaw > ±10°. Data was also removed if
Ω < 15 rpm. Rotor speeds under 15 rpm indicated the emergency brake was engaged or the wind speed was
too low to get the rotor to speed.

𝛼𝑦𝑎𝑤 = 𝜃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 − 𝜑𝑦𝑎𝑤

(10)

The final stage of the data rejection filter eliminated rotor inertia effects. Inertia effects are noticeable during
rapid changes in wind and rotor speed. Throughout these occurrences, the rotational inertia of the rotor
prevents an instantaneous speed response to steady state. The rotor instead stores its kinetic energy as the
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transient event occurs, producing a power output specific to the event. To obtain a repeatable and consistent
Cp - λ plot, all data needed to be taken under steady state operation. The Cp - λ filter assessed steady state by
comparing each 5 second average data point n, to n ± 1 and n ± 2 data points. The filter removed any data
point n if its difference from the n ± 1 or n ± 2 data points was greater than Ω = ± 5 rpm or Vwind = ± 1 m/s.
A flowchart of the data filtration process is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Data Filtration Flowchart

4.5 Data Processing
The Matlab file CpLambda_Process.m was used to process the filtered data and estimate the Cp - λ curves of
the rotor. The procedure began by assigning each data point to a 1 m/s sized Vwind bin. The data in each Vwind
bin was then sorted into 0.2 sized λ bins. To avoid misleading results, any λ bins with less than five 5 second
average data points were left out of the Cp - λ curve generation process. The λ values were calculated using
Equation 7 and the Cp values were calculated using Equation 8.
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The Cp values of the data in each λ bin were averaged and plotted verse the midpoint of the specific bin. With
the resulting points, a cubic spline interpolation was used to generate Cp - λ curves associated with each
Vwind bin. The interpolated curves were created with the csaps() Matlab function. The csaps() function
produces a “cubic smoothing spline” with its inputs being the x and y points to interpolate between, the x
points to evaluate the interpolation at, and a smoothing parameter p. The smoothing parameter specifies the
scale at which the interpolation is linear, p = 0, or cubic spline, p = 1. This script used p = 0.97. Doing so,
produced a smooth cubic spline interpolation in which the curve was not forced through every averaged Cp
point. This was especially desirable in the λ range with very scattered Cp data. Figure 17 presents a flow chart
of the Cp - λ curve generation process.
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Figure 17. Cp - λ Data Processing
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Lastly, the uncertainty of each λ bin’s average Cp value was calculated using standard uncertainty
propagation. The calculation, shown in Appendix K, considered the uncertainty of the wind speed, current,
voltage, DAQ measurements, rotor radius measurement, and density. The uncertainties of the measurements
are assumed independent of each other. Table 2 shows the uncertainties.

Table 2. Uncertainty Measurements of Cp
Measurement
Wind Speed, Vwind
Anemometer
DAQ Resolution
Current, ieff
i transducer
DAQ Resolution
Voltage, Vgen
V transducer
DAQ Resolution
Rotor Radius, Rrotor
Measurement Resolution
Density, ρ
Temperature Range
Pressure Range

Uncertainty
0.025 m/s
0.0045 m/s
0.2 A
0.01 A
6V
0.01 V
1/32’’
6K
0.3 kPa

The uncertainty of the density was estimated using the temperature and pressure ranges occurring during the
test period. Cal Poly San Luis Obispo ITRC weather station data, [10], was used for the range determination.
To note, this weather station is approximately 5 miles from the CPWPRC test site. The CpLambda_Process.m
Matlab script plotted the uncertainty of the Cp - λ curve using error bars for each λ bin.
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5. Test Results
Testing occurred from September 28th, 2020 to October 26th, 2020. A total of 23.2 hours of data were
collected during the test period. Of this data, 11.1 hours made it through the data filtration process and into
the final results. The average wind speed of the valid data was 5.92 m/s, and the average wind direction was
272°. The highest bin filled was 9.5 m/s. Appendix L shows the amount of 5 sec average data points acquired
for each λ bin within each respective Vwind bin.

5.1 Data Correction
When examining the imported data, a 0.065 A offset was identified in the current measurement. The offset
was discovered where the current data was expected to be 0 A. This included where Ω = 0 rpm or
duty cycle = 0%. The ieff vs. λ plot of the 1Hz filtered data and 0.065 A offset is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. ieff vs. λ Plot of 1 Hz Filtered Data
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At λ < 5.5, the offset is consistently around 0.065 A. Past λ = 5.5, the offset is not consistent but averages to
the same 0.065 A value. Because the offset is seen at all λ values, it was expected to apply to every current
measurement. The source of the offset was determined to be the 0.2 A uncertainty of the current transducer.

Since the offset was so small, it mainly affected power outputs where the current was low. For example,
consider λ > 6 in Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s, shown in Figure 19 , 20 and 21. In this λ zone, the duty cycle is 0% for
the majority of the readings because the rotor needs Tgen ≈ 0 Nm to reach the control system’s set Ω. These
expected 0 A readings should average with the remaining positive current readings, where duty cycle ≠ 0%,
and result in very low currents and Cp values trending downward as λ increases. However, with the constant
offset, as λ increases, the current eventually levels out at 0.065 A. And because voltage continues to rise, the
Cp starts to rise. This effect is shown in the bottom right region of Figures 20 and 21, where λ > 6.

Figure 19. ieff vs. λ Plot of 1 Hz Filtered Data for Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s
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Figure 20. Cp vs. λ Plot of 1 Hz Filtered Data for Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s

Figure 21. Cp vs. λ Plot of 5 sec Average Filtered Data for Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s
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To eliminate the upward Cp trend, the 0.065 A offset was subtracted from every 1 Hz logged raw data point.
Figures 22 and 23 are the resulting 1Hz data and 5 second average Cp - λ plots specific to Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s.
The figures demonstrate that by applying the -0.065 A offset correction, the high Cp - λ data goes towards
zero as expected. Additionally, the Cp - λ curves in Figure 23 highlight the benefit of 5 second averaging.
The results prove that many of the 0.065A data points are sparse incidents of duty cycle = 0% within a 5
second set of data that, for the most part, duty cycle ≠ 0%. When testing with a PWM control system, these
points need to be averaged to get a more accurate power output. The results presented in the remaining
sections of the report utilize 5 second averaging and the -0.065 A offset correction.

Figure 22. Comparison of Cp vs. λ Plots of 1 Hz Filtered Data with and without -0.065 A Offset for
Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s
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Figure 23. Comparison of Cp vs. λ Plot of 5 sec Average Filtered Data with and without -0.065 A Offset for
Vwind = 5 to 6 m/s

5.2 Results
Figure 24 shows each Vwind bin’s 5 sec average Cp - λ data points with their respective interpolated Cp - λ
curves. The data shows a distinct trend in the curves, between Vwind bins of 3.5 to 9.5 m/s, which is discussed
in more detail in Section 5.3.
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Figure 24. 5 sec Average Data Cp vs. λ Plots of Vwind Bins
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Figure 25 shows the interpolated Cp - λ curves with the uncertainty of Cp in each λ bin. The uncertainty
calculation is shown in Appendix K. The uncertainty increases as Vwind decreases and λ increases. The Vwind
terms in the denominators of Equation K.4 cause the uncertainty to increase with decreasing wind speed. The
increase in uncertainty as λ increases, was found to be caused by the current transducer’s uncertainty. This
uncertainty, the second term in Equations K.3 and K.4 has a much larger effect on the overall uncertainty
than the four other measurements. Because the value of this uncertainty term is dictated by Vgen, and Vgen is
proportional to λ, the uncertainty increases with increasing λ. The uncertainty effect is shown by the scattering
of the data in Figure 24. As Vwind decreases and λ increases, the range in which the data points spread
increases.
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Figure 25. Cp vs. λ Uncertainty Plots of Vwind Bins
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Figure 26 is a histogram showing the frequency of each Vwind bin that occurred throughout the test period.
Overlayed is the Rayleigh distribution of the wind site using an average wind speed of 3.565 m/s. This hub
height wind speed was determined by interpolating the CPWPRC met tower’s 60ft and 80ft 365-day average
wind speeds recorded in J. Smith’s master’s thesis, [11]. The field data does not fall within the Rayleigh
distribution because most of the data was collected in the afternoon during the month of October. The
afternoon was the most common time for the wind to be blowing at the test site. Furthermore, the frequency
of the field data does not represent the test site’s annual wind characteristics.

Figure 26. Vwind Bin Frequency Overlayed with Rayleigh Distribution

Using Equation 11 the energy, E, of each bin was calculated. Equation 11’s N term is the number of 5 sec
average data points in each bin, Peff is the power (W) of each data point, and ⅆ𝑡 is 5 seconds. The results are
shown in Figure 27. Even though the 5.5 m/s bin had the highest frequency of data, the 7.5 m/s Vwind bin
captured the most energy, approximately 1150 W. Discussion on energy capture is continued in Section 6.1.

𝑁

(11)

𝐸 = ∑(𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 ⅆ𝑡)
𝑛=1
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Figure 27. Total Energy Capture (Wh) Associated with Each Vwind Bin

5.3 Effect of Re on Cp - λ Curve
The distinct change in Cp - λ curves between Vwind bins is caused by Cp’s dependency on Reynolds number.
More specifically, as Re changes the Cl /Cd vs. α curve at which the rotor operates on changes, and Cl /Cd is
the most important parameter contributing to a rotor’s Cp.

Equation 12 represents the Re of a wind turbine’s airfoil section. Re is dependent on the chord length of the
airfoil, kinematic viscosity of the air, and magnitude of the relative wind velocity acting on the airfoil. The
magnitude of the relative wind velocity is determined by the axial wind speed and rotational speed of the
airfoil section. To simplify the analysis of CPWPRC rotor, the axial wind speed term, 𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 (1 − 𝑎)2 , was
neglected. The simplification was performed due to the inability to calculate the induction factor, a. Previous
reports [3] and [12] have attest to this simplification, noting the rotational speed dominates for variable speed
wind turbines. Equation 13 is the Re expression used for the CPWPRC rotor analysis.
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𝑅𝑒 =

𝑐√(𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 (1 − 𝑎))2 + (𝛺𝑅)2
𝜈

(12)

𝑐𝛺𝑅
𝜈

(13)

𝑅𝑒 ≈

The Re was calculated for each blade section in Table 1 and averaged over the span of the blade. Table 3
shows the resulting Re value of each Vwind bin using λ = 4.5 and ν = 1.46E-5 m2/s, the kinematic viscosity of
air at US Standard Atmosphere sea level conditions. To understand the error of the Equation 13
approximation, Re was also calculated using Equation 12 assuming a = 1/3, the induction factor
corresponding to the Betz limit. These values, along with the percent error from the Equation 13
approximation, are presented in Table 3. The results display around a 5% error between the calculation
methods. This error should be considered when assessing the Equation 13 Re values used in the remainder
of the report. Figure 28 is a plot of each bin’s Cp - λ curve identified by Re. The 9.5 m/s bin was emitted from
the figure due the lack of data preventing justifiable trends.

Table 3. Re of Vwind Bins for CPWPRC Rotor
Vwind Bin
(m/s)

Re (Eqn. 13)
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

1.14E5
1.46E5
1.79E5
2.11E5
2.44E5
2.76E5
3.08E5

Re with a =1/3
(Eqn. 12)
1.20E5
1.54E5
1.89E5
2.23E5
2.58E5
2.92E5
3.26E5
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Percent Error (%)
5.26
5.48
5.59
5.69
5.74
5.80
5.84

Figure 28. Cp vs. λ Curves of CPWPRC Rotor Characterized by Re

Typically, at the high Re’s of utility scale wind turbines, the Cl /Cd curve of a rotor is relatively constant. The
large blade sizes prevent the turbine’s wind speed range from causing a large variation in Re. As a result, the
Cl /Cd vs. α and Cp vs. λ plots are constant. However, for small wind turbines, the Re’s are much lower and
the Cl /Cd curve noticeably drops over their operating wind speed range. The effect of low Re’s on Cl /Cd
curves of common airfoils is documented in [13]. The Cl /Cd and Cl vs. α diagrams in [13], display not only
a drop in Cl /Cd with decreasing Re, but also the potential for large changes in shape. Figures 29, 30, and 31,
are Cl /Cd vs. α and Cl vs. α plots of NACA 2415, M-300, and FX 38-153 airfoil profiles as presented in [13].
All the plots display a drop in in Cl /Cd with decreasing Reynolds number. However, the extent of the change
in size and shape depends on the specific design of airfoil and range of Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 29. NACA 2415 Cl /Cd vs. α and Cl vs. α Test Data at Various Re Values [13]

Figure 30. M-300 Cl /Cd vs. α and Cl vs. α Test Data at Various Re Values [13]
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Figure 31. FX 38-153 Cl /Cd vs. α and Cl vs. α Test Data at Various Re Values [13]

The only test data available for either the RISO A-27 or A-18 airfoil profile is a Re = 1.6E6 wind tunnel test
of the RISO-A-18, recorded in the report “Development of the Riso Wind Turbine Airfoils” by C. Bak and
P. Fuglsang [14]. In Figure 32, the RISO-A-18 Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α (Re = 1.6E6) wind tunnel test data is
plotted with the XFOIL (Re = 3.0E6) data from [5]. Assuming the XFOIL data accurately represents the
airfoil, the figure verifies that decreasing Re changes the Cl and Cd characteristics of the RISO-A-18 profile.
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Figure 32. RISO-A-18 Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α Curves from Wind Tunnel Test (Re = 1.6E6) [14] and XFOIL
Data (Re = 3.0E6) [5]
The RISO-A-27 and A-18 Cl /Cd vs. α plots were estimated using the XFOIL Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α curves in
[5]. Figure 33 shows the Cl /Cd vs. α plots. Appendix M details the steps taken to create the plots. The curves
exhibit max Cl /Cd values of 150 and 165 at α ≈ 9.5°. However, these plots are deceiving when considering
the CPWPRC wind turbine, as they were derived using Re = 2.5E6 for RISO-A-27 and
Re = 3.0E6 for RISO-A-18. These Re’s correspond that of a 600kW utility scale wind turbine, the design
objective of [5]. The calculated Re’s of the CPWPRC rotor are an order of magnitude below these design
Re’s. Based on the wind turbine’s dramatic drop in power performance with decreasing Re, shown in Figure
28, it is clear the rotor’s low Re’s are resulting in Cl /Cd curves that also decrease with Re.
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Figure 33. Cl /Cd vs. α Plot of RISO-A-27 (Re = 2.5E6) and RISO-A-18 (Re = 3.0E6) Airfoil Profiles
The Cl /Cd curves explain the distinct change in shape of the Cp - λ curves seen in Figure 28. In the range
0 < λ < 2.5, all six curves behave approximately the same, hardly dropping with Re. The low Ω is resulting
in very high α’s that stall the rotor. The stalled rotor is characterized by boundary layer flow separation over
the airfoils that generates a high drag and a drop in lift. Consequently, the Cl /Cd and Cp are low, and only
rise as α decreases. The CPWPRC rotor is showing that at these high stall conditions the Cl /Cd curves are
approximately constant with respect to Re. Thus, one can presume the rotor is acting in the high α range of
the curves presented in Figure 33, greater than 13° for RISO-A-27 and 12° for RISO-A-18.
Past λ = 2.5, the Cp - λ curves separate. Almost all the curves exhibit a unique λ region in which the Cp levels
out to a nearly constant value. The length of the region decreases as Re increases, and at Re = 2.76E5, the
region becomes nonexistent. The rationale for this interesting Cp - λ feature is found within the Cl /Cd plots
in Figure 33. When the rotor’s α decreases below 13° for RISO-A-27 and 12° for RISO-A-18, the Cl /Cd
curves exhibits a decline in steepness. The low slope continues for a short range of α’s then significantly
increases out of stall to the max Cl /Cd of the rotor. The RISO-A-27 flat slope region is approximately
11° < α < 13°, while the less noticeable RISO-A-18 region is 11° < α < 12°. Reconciling this with the Cp - λ
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plots, the Cp curves level out past λ = 2.5 because the operating Cl /Cd values are within this low slope region.
As λ increases beyond the plateaued Cp region, the decreasing α takes the rotor’s operating point to the max
Cl /Cd, where Cp_max is achieved. In contrast to the 0 < λ < 2.6 region of the rotor, the Cl /Cd values are now
much different as Re changes. The operating Cl /Cd curves are different than that of Figure 33. Decreasing Re
results in a longer flattened slope region of the Cl /Cd curve, lower max Cl /Cd, and lower α at which max
Cl /Cd occurs. Correspondingly, the flat Cp region increases, Cp_max decreases and λopt increases. At the highest
Re that data was collected for, 2.67E5, the flattened Cl /Cd region is much less apparent and results in only a
minor change in slope within the Cp - λ curve.
At λ > λopt, the rotor is operating at α’s below that of max Cl /Cd. The concave down path of the Cp - λ curves
correlates to the remaining, long and concave, portion of the Cl /Cd curve. The difference in Cp curves
demonstrates that Re is still affecting the Cl /Cd curves. Eventually, with increasing λ, extremely low α’s and
Cl /Cd values cause the Cp - λ curves to approach Cp = 0 at λmax. Not enough data was obtained to determine
the exact λmax values, but the curves appear to be directed towards Cp = 0 around λ = 9.

5.4 Difference from Theoretical Performance Projection
The rotor’s performance was previously calculated in [8] using BEM theory. The rotor’s Cp was determined
from λ = 0 to 14, in increments of λ = 1. The resulting Cp - λ points were interpolated between to get a smooth
curve, Figure 5. In Figure 34, this curve is displayed with the Cp vs. λ test results.
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Figure 34. Cp vs. λ Theoretical Curve and Test Results

The theoretical curve’s size and shape is very different from the test results. The theoretical model
overestimates power performance because it used the high Reynold number Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α curves from
[5]. As BEM theory does not account for Cl and Cd ’s variation with Reynolds number, the design curves did
not reflect the expected low Reynolds number characteristics of the rotor.

Another consideration for the difference in size between the theoretical curve and test results is the impact of
power losses. Noted in Chapter 4.3, the power output of the rotor was estimated using Equation 9,
𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓 . Doing so, neglects potential losses in the system. Mechanical losses included friction in
the shaft coupler and bearings. Electrical losses included that of the generator and wires. To improve the
accuracy of future Cp vs. λ testing reports involving the CPWPRC rotor, the losses of the wind turbine should
be estimated or experimentally determined.
As for the theoretical curve’s shape, it should look similar to the Re = 2.76E5 curve. The test results
demonstrated that at Re ≥ 2.76E5, the λ < λopt portion of the curve no longer displays the highly Re dependent
flat Cp region. Moreover, past Re = 2.76E5, the overall shape does not vary much with Re, only the
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magnitude does. Comparing the theoretical and Re = 2.76E5 curve, the shapes are alike for λ < λopt, but past
this region, the curves are completely different.
The reason for the contrast is the theoretical projection’s use of imprecise Cl vs. α and Cl vs. Cd curves. For
the BEM theory utilized by [8], the Cp was calculated over the rotor’s projected range of λ’s. At each λ, the
rotor’s α, Cl, and Cd needed to be determined using Cl vs. α and Cl vs. Cd curves. The report, [8], estimated
each Cl vs. α curve with only eight (Cl, α) points taken from RISO-A-27 and A-18 XFOIL plots in [5]. The
points were linearly interpolated between to get Cl at any α. The report’s Cl vs. Cd curve determination was
not documented but expected to be alike. The RISO Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α curves in this report were estimated
using twenty-eight (Cl, α) and (Cl, Cd) points per plot. The process used to estimate the values of the
Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α values is detailed in Appendix M. The high resolution proved to have a huge effect
when generating the Cl/Cd curves. It was noticeably important in the steep slope low drag,
Cd < 0.01, portion of the XFOIL Cl vs. Cd curves. The Cl /Cd values of this region of Cl vs. Cd curves
correspond to λ > λopt on the Cp – λ curve, where the theoretical curve shape varied from the Re = 2.76E5
curve. The report, [8], estimated Cd in this region with three significant digits. This resolution is not enough
to identify the slight slant on the incredibly steep curve and resulted in Cd being incorrectly portrayed as
constant. Because the Cl vs. α curve is linear in this region, the resulting Cl /Cd curve was linear. In actuality,
shown by the plots in Figure 33, the Cl /Cd curves are slightly concave down. Furthermore, the linear Cl /Cd
values used in [8], created the theoretical Cp curve’s linear region depicted at λ > λopt in Figure 34. If the
report used higher resolution RISO design curves, the projected Cp – λ curve would show the proper concave
trend.
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6. Power Performance Considerations
The Cp – λ test results in Chapter 5 enable the development of a control method permitting maximum power
extraction from the CPWPRC rotor. The goal of the control method is to obtain λ values that track the Cp_max
of the rotor. The rotor’s dependency on Re causes these λopt values to change with wind speed. Table 4
presents the λopt and Cp_max values determined from the test results. Figures 35 and 36 are plots of λopt and
Cp_max with respect to Vwind.
Table 4. λopt and Cp_max Test Results

Vwind Bin (m/s)
Re
λopt
3.5
1.14E5
4.5
1.46E5
5.5
1.79E5
6.5
2.11E5
7.5
2.44E5
8.5
2.76E5

6.17
5.67
5.35
5.25
5.05
4.84

Figure 35. λopt vs. Vwind Bin Test Results
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Cp_max
0.19
0.24
0.27
0.28
0.30
0.30

Figure 36. Cp_max vs. Vwind Bin Test Results
Figure 35 highlights λopt’s decreasing trend with wind speed. The trend is dependent on the α at which max
Cl /Cd is achieved. It is expected at higher wind speeds that the λopt value levels around 4.5 due to α value of
the max Cl /Cd’s becoming relatively constant at high Re’s. The theoretical Cp - λ results showed that when
the high Reynolds number RISO design curves are utilized, the λopt is indeed 4.5. Figure 30 displays Cp_max’s
increase with Vwind that levels at Cp = 0.30. The results highlight the Cl /Cd max increasing with Re and
becoming constant past the Vwind = 7.5 m/s bin. All said, the expected asymptotes at λopt = 4.5 and Cp = 0.3
are assumptions and the true traits of the Cp - λ curve need to be verified with higher wind speed testing.

6.1 Maximum Power Curve
To achieve maximum power output of a wind turbine, the control system must be designed to attain a rotor’s
Cp_max. For the CPWPRC wind turbine to accomplish this, the PWM resistive loading control system must
adjust the duty cycle to obtain rotor speeds that track λopt as Vwind changes. Using the Cp_max vs. Vwind data
points, the power curve corresponding to the λopt control method was calculated. Figure 37 is a plot of the λopt
control power curve plotted with Peff test data. Figure 38 is a plot of the λopt control power curve and a power
curve resulting from a constant λ = 4.5 control method.
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Figure 37. Power Curve of λopt Control Plotted with Peff Test Data

Figure 38. Power Curve of λopt Control and λ = 4.5 Control
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Figure 37 shows the Cp - λ test data peaking at the λopt control power curve. All data below the λopt curve
operated at Cp’s below Cp_max. A lack of low Peff data at Vwind > 6 m/s is apparent because of the small amount
of low Cp test data acquired in this wind speed range.
Figure 38 demonstrates the power extraction benefits of the λopt control method. The λopt control permits
larger power output than the λ = 4.5 control until Vwind = 8.5 m/s. But, at Vwind > 8.5 m/s, the high Re has
shifted λopt to the expected constant λopt value of 4.5. Thus, the two control methods are suspected to be the
same past this wind speed and produce identical power curves.
To truly assess the benefits of using λopt control, the total energy capture of both control methods must be
compared for a given wind speed probability distribution. To estimate energy capture, annual energy
production (AEP) was calculated. IEC 61400-12-01 defines AEP using Equation 14 and 15. Equation 15 is
the Rayleigh cumulative probability distribution function for wind speed. For this analysis, the AEP was
calculated with Rayleigh distributions corresponding to average wind speeds of 3 to 11 m/s and the 365-day
average wind speed of the CPWPRC test site, 3.565 m/s [11]. To get an annual energy output, Equation 14
sums the power production of each Vwind bin and multiplies it by the number of hours in a year, 8760. For
this analysis, 1 m/s Vwind bins were used across the estimated operating wind speed range of the turbine
𝑁

𝑃𝑖−1 + 𝑃𝑖
𝐴𝐸𝑃 = 8760 ∗ ∑ 𝐹(𝑉𝑖 ) − 𝐹(𝑉𝑖−1 ) (
)
2

(14)

𝑖=1

2

𝜋 𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝐹(𝑉) = 1 − exp (− (
) )
4 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔

(15)

To complete the AEP calculation, the power curves in Figure 38 needed to be projected over an estimated
operating wind speed range of the turbine. Vcutin was estimated at 3 m/s, as the field data in Figure 37 displays
virtually no power production below this value. Vcutout was estimated at 12.2 m/s. This estimation is detailed
in Section 6.2. The power curve was projected to Vcutout using Cp = 0.30 and λ = 4.5 for both control methods.
The curve was projected to Vcutin using the Cp_max trend presented in Figure 36. The projected power curves
are displayed in Figure 39. The AEP results are shown in Table 5. To note, the power curve projections were
only done to allow an AEP comparison of the control methods. The power curves assume the use of a constant
control method up to Vcutout. The future development of the CPWPRC wind turbine power performance will
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result in a more typical power curve that utilizes an additional control method to flatten the curve at high
wind speeds and extend Vcutout.
To specifically comprehend the AEP results corresponding to the CPWPRC test site’s 3.565 m/s annual
average, the frequencies of the Vwind bins are plotted as a legend for the Cp - λ results, Figure 40. This allows
one to assess the percentage of the year the rotor is operating on each Cp – λ curve.

Figure 39. Projected Power Curves of the CPWPRC Wind Turbine using λopt Control and λ = 4.5 Control
Table 5. Annual Energy Production (AEP) of CPWPRC Wind Turbine using λopt and λ = 4.5 Control

Hub Height Annual Avg.
AEP (MWh)
Wind Speed (m/s)
λopt Control
3.565
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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AEP (MWh)
λ = 4.5 Control
1.26
0.68
1.86
3.49
4.98
5.94
6.36
6.38
6.15
5.80

1.03
0.50
1.59
3.20
4.70
5.69
6.14
6.19
5.99
5.66

Percent
Error (%)
18.6
26.5
14.2
8.2
5.5
4.1
3.4
3.0
2.7
2.5

Figure 40. Cp - λ Test Results Characterized by Percent of Year in Operation with Annual Vavg = 3.565 m/s
At the CPWPRC’s annual average hub height wind speed of 3.565 m/s [11], the λopt control AEP is 1.26
MWh, while the λ = 4.5 control AEP is 1.03 MWh, a percent error of 18.6%. As the rotor spends 20.1% of
its yearly operation on the burgundy Cp – λ curve in Figure 40, the results prove it is beneficial to attain the
Cp_max as opposed to the low Cp of λ = 4.5. Nonetheless, as the annual average hub height wind speed increases
the AEP percent error decreases. Past an annual average hub height wind speed of 6 m/s, the percent
difference is less than 5%. At these higher wind speeds, the rotor is less frequently operating on the Cp – λ
curves where the low Reynolds number power performance effect is largest.

6.2 High Wind Speed Control
The λopt control method is only feasible until the rated power or max torque of the generator, Tgen_max, is
reached. Operation past rated power will overheat and damage the generator. Operation in which the rotor’s
torque, Trotor, is greater than Tgen_max, results in Ω accelerating to infinity. This concept is called rotor runaway.
The current system used to prevent runaway from damaging the CPWPRC wind turbine is a hydraulic disk
brake activated at 300 rpm. This is undesirable, as the brake induces unnecessary stresses on the turbine.
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Moreover, both the rated power and Tgen_max points occur at high wind speeds and must be accounted for in
the CPWPRC wind turbine control method.
To aid the development of a high wind speed control method a T vs. Ω plot can be utilized. The plot predicts
the Vwind and Ω’s at which rated power and Tgen_max are reached. The foundation of the plot is established
using the rotor’s Cp – λ characteristics. With Equations 6, 7, and 16, Trotor can be put in the form of
Equation 17. Using the Cp – λ curves of the test results, the CPWPRC wind turbine’s torque is plotted verse
Ω for each Vwind bin, Figure 41’s dotted black lines. These lines are referenced as constant wind speed curves.
Because of the limited availability of field data Cp – λ curves, the Ω ranges of these curves are incomplete.

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗ 𝛺
𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

1
𝜋𝜌𝑅5 𝛺2 𝐶𝑝 (𝜆)
2𝜆3

(16)
(17)

Next, generator torque curves are added to the plot. The GL-PMG-3500’s torque characteristics were tested
and documented in [8] for ten separate resistances from 12 to 96 Ohm. The generator was only tested up to
Ω’s that reached the rated current of the generator. The remainder of the curves, up to 300 rpm, were
estimated. The torque curves are shown as dashed colored lines in Figure 41. The curves were only plotted
for R values greater than or equal to 35 Ohm, the estimated resistance of the CPWPRC system. This is the
minimum resistance achievable by the turbine, where duty cycle = 100% and T = Tgen_max.
The last major piece of the T vs. Ω plot is the Cp_max torque curve. The torque of Cp_max operation, TCp_max, is
achieved by controlling the turbine at λopt. This curve represents the control path of the turbine until the rated
power or the Tgen_max point is achieved. The torque of Cp_max operation was calculated using Equation 17 with
the Cp_max and λopt values of each Vwind Bin. The Cp_max torque, constant wind speed, and generator curves are
plotted in Figure 41.
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Figure 41. T vs. Ω Plot of CPWPRC Wind Turbine

Figure 41 can now be used as a map for the PWM control system. With a given wind speed, one can determine
the Reff value needed to attain a desired (T, Ω) point. To do so, one identifies the constant wind speed curve
of the given Vwind and finds where the desired (T, Ω) point is on that curve. The generator curve that intersects
the (T, Ω) point is the Reff value needed to obtain the desired operation. If there are no constant wind speed
curves for the exact Vwind or generator curves intersecting the (T, Ω) point, the provided curves are
interpolated. For example, to get TCp_max at Vwind = 8.5 m/s, the PWM system should select a duty cycle
achieving Reff = 96 Ohm. If the wind were to suddenly drop, the PWM system would react to provide higher
Reff values that keep the rotor on the TCp_max curve to the new operating point. These high resistance values
are not shown because no generator data was collected over R = 96 Ohm. Now if the wind speed were to
increase, lower Reff’s would be attained to keep the rotor at TCp_max. But as previously noted, the TCp_max curve
can only be followed until the rated power or Tgen_max point is reached.
Unfortunately, the Figure 41 plot fails to identify these points of interest because Cp – λ curves were not
attained at wind speeds greater than 8.5 m/s. To aid the explanation of the T vs. Ω control mapping technique,
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the constant wind speed lines and TCp_max curve were estimated for Vwind > 8.5 m/s. The constant wind speed
lines, 9.5 to 19.5 m/s, were created using the Cp – λ curve for 8.5 m/s. The TCp_max line was projected off the
TCp_max curve in Figure 41. An additional curve representing the torque required to obtain Prated = 3.5 kW is
also plotted. The estimated T vs. Ω plot is presented in Figure 42. Due to the limited field data behind these
estimates, the Figure 42 plot should only be used conceptually.

Figure 42. Estimated T vs. Ω Plot

The portion of the TCp_max curve beyond the Prated and Tgen_max intersection points cannot be achieved by the
generator. The TCp_max line intersects the Prated curve at 275 rpm, a Vwind of roughly 12.2 m/s, and R of 43
Ohm. The TCp_max line intersects the R = 35 Ohm Tgen_max curve, at 280 rpm and a Vwind of roughly 13 m/s.
That said, this is not the only Tgen_max point that must be considered when determining the control method.
Sudden wind gusts, can instantaneously boost the rotor torque beyond Tgen_max. For example, if the turbine
were in TCp_max operation at 10.5 m/s and the wind suddenly increased to 13.5 m/s, the instantaneous Trotor at
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the operating Ω would be greater than that of the generator and runaway would ensue. Further analyzing the
plot, the Prated intersection point could sustain instantaneous wind gusts of around 1 m/s before Trotor > Tgen_max.
If the wind turbine is expected to sustain max wind gusts higher than 1 m/s, the control system must be
designed to operate at a lower wind speed than that of the rated power point and veer off the TCp_max control
line. Beyond this wind speed, a new control method, not based on λopt, must be implemented. The goal of the
new control method is to keep the turbine’s operating point away from wind gust induced runaway, while
also extracting maximum energy throughout its operating period.
The T vs. Ω plot can be used to define the new high wind speed control path of the wind turbine. Optimally,
a program should be developed that takes in the T vs. Ω characteristics of a rotor, max wind gust protection
value, Tgen_max curve, and rated generator power, then outputs a resistance based control path that achieves
maximum energy output. The program would work by first determining the point at which to veer off the
TCp_max curve with sufficient capacity to handle expected wind gusts. It would then calculate the maximum
power control path that satisfies all the input conditions.
This program’s method cannot be applied to the CPWPRC wind turbine until all the input parameters are
fully defined. First, the T vs. Ω characteristics of the turbine need to be fully assessed past 8.5 m/s. Without
this data, the control path cannot be accurately mapped. Next, the actual Tgen_max curve must be established.
The present Tgen_max curve is based on R = 35 Ohm, an estimate of the wind turbine’s total resistance. The
actual resistance of the wind turbine needs to instead be measured. The Tgen_max curve can then be interpolated
for using the tested generator curves. The final parameter is the max wind gust value. The magnitude and
frequency of wind gusts at the turbine site must be assessed to accurately choose this value. If the gusts are
large and frequent, a more conservative control method would be implemented. One that veers from the
TCp_max control curve sooner, preventing the turbine from going beyond the rated power or Tgen_max point. If
wind gusts are not common, the control system should track the TCp_max curve for a longer wind range before
engaging high wind speed control. Once all the parameters are determined, the T vs. Ω technique can be used
to develop a high wind speed control method for the CPWPRC wind turbine.

While no program was developed to calculate the exact control path that permits maximum power extraction,
the T vs. Ω plot in Figure 42 enabled a rough estimation. The max wind gust protection value was assumed
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2.5 m/s and the Tgen_max curve was assumed that of R = 35 Ohm. The estimated high wind speed control path
is plotted in Figure 43. The control system tracks the TCp_max curve until a wind speed of 10.5 m/s is reached.
Past 10.5 m/s, the control system changes the generator’s effective resistance to obtain (T, Ω) points along
the high wind speed control line. The line was determined through the selection of (T, Ω) points on the
constant wind speed lines greater than 10.5 m/s. The chosen (T, Ω) points achieved max power output while
staying 2.5 m/s below the Tgen_max curve. The control path between the points is a cubic spline interpolation
estimate. Beyond 16.5 m/s, the 2.5 m/s wind gust protection criteria could no longer be satisfied. Specially,
the torque of the rotor corresponding to wind speeds greater than 19 m/s, the 2.5 m/s wind gust value + 16.5
m/s, does not drop below the Tgen_max for any further decrease in Ω.

Figure 43. Estimated T vs. Ω Plot with High Wind Speed Control Path
Figure 44 displays a power curve depicting wind turbine’s λopt control method and additional high wind speed
control method. The high wind speed control extends Vcutout to 16.5 m/s, compared to the 10.5 m/s Vcutout that
would result from solely λopt control. The shape of the power curve can be related to the (T, Ω) values of the
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high wind speed control line in Figure 43. Most notably, the power curve peaks from 10.5 to 11.5 m/s then
suddenly drops around 12 m/s. This is caused by the large decrease in Ω needed from 11.5 to 12.5 m/s to
fulfill the 2.5 m/s wind gust protection criteria.

Figure 44. Power Curve of λopt Control Method and Additional High Wind Speed Control Method
The AEP was calculated for the λopt control method with Vcutout = 10.5 m/s and a control method using high
wind speed control to extend Vcutout to 16.5 m/s. The results, displayed in Table 6, indicate that additional
high wind speed control at the CPWPRC test site, where Vavg = 3.565 m/s, permits minimal gain in energy
capture, a 1.6 % error of AEP. However, as the hub height annual average wind speed increases, the high
wind speed control enables far greater energy capture than that of the λopt control method with
Vcutout = 10.5 m/s. At a hub height annual average wind speed of 11 m/s the AEP precent error is 141.5 %.
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Table 6. Annual Energy Production (AEP) of CPWPRC Wind Turbine using λopt Control with Vcutout = 10.5
m/s and High Wind Speed Control with Vcutout to 16.5 m/s

Hub Height Annual AEP for λopt control (MWh),
AEP for High Wind
Percent
Avg. Wind Speed
Vcutout = 10.5 m/s
Speed Control (MWh),
Error (%)
(m/s)
Vcutout = 16.5 m/s
3.565
1.28
1.30
1.6
3
0.72
0.72
0.2
4
1.81
1.89
4.5
5
3.01
3.55
18.0
6
3.82
5.28
38.2
7
4.16
6.70
61.1
8
4.16
7.65
84.0
9
3.96
8.14
105.4
10
3.68
8.26
124.6
11
3.37
8.13
141.5

The future development of the T vs. Ω high wind speed control method will be targeted at further increasing
the turbine’s power extraction. To do so, parameters such as the system’s overall resistance, max wind gust
protection value, and blade pitch can be optimized. A lower resistance will result in a larger Tgen_max
preventing rotor runaway. If the max wind gust protection value of 2.5 m/s were determined too conservative,
the rotor could operate at higher power closer to the Tgen_max curve. Lastly, the blade pitch could be changed
to alter the turbine’s Cp – λ characteristics. Subsequently, the TCp_max control curve could be shifted into a
location of maximum power extraction.
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7. Conclusion
The work performed in this thesis clearly identifies the effect of low Reynolds number on the power
performance characteristics of the Cal Poly Wind Power Research Center small wind turbine. The 3.74 m
diameter horizontal axis wind turbine was field tested to obtain wind and power measurements needed to
calculate the coefficient of performance, Cp, verse tip speed ratio, λ, characteristics. A data filter criterion
was established to ensure the results provided an accurate representation of the rotor. A total of 11.1 hours
of valid data was processed to generate the Cp vs. λ curves. The curves displayed a clear change in size and
shape as Reynold’s number decreased below 2.76E5. The dependency on Reynold’s number was shown to
be caused by the operating Cl /Cd values of the rotor. The traits of each region of the of the Cp vs. λ curves
were able to be reasoned through the rotor’s Cl /Cd characteristics. The theoretical Cp vs. λ curve developed
in [8], was compared to the testing results. The theoretical model’s overprediction of power performance and
difference in shape was determined to be due to the assumption of a constant Cl /Cd curve and an imprecise
determination of the RISO airfoil’s Cl and Cd design curves. Finally, the future control method of the turbine
was evaluated using the test results. By utilizing λopt control and additional high wind speed control the annual
energy output of the turbine can be maximized.
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A. Ginlong Technologies GL-PMG-3500 Spec Sheet
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B. View from Base of CPWPRC Wind Turbine

Figure B.1. View Approximately 280° from North

Figure B.2. View Approximately 240° from North
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Figure B.3. View Approximately 320° from North
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C. Second Wind C3 Anemometer Calibration Report
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D. Second Wind C3 Anemometer Spec Sheet
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E. NRG #200P Wind Direction Vane Spec Sheet
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F. Omega PRX102-8P Rotor Speed Sensor Spec Sheet
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G. CR5311-600-12 Voltage Transducer Spec Sheet
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H. CR5211-20-12 Current Transducer Spec Sheet
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I. SQ 2020-2F8 DAQ and CR5211-20-12 Current Transducer Time Response Test
Results
CR5211-20-12 Current Transducer Test:

The CR5211-20-12 current transducer time response was assessed using the trigger function of an HP
54645D oscilloscope. The oscilloscope captured the V vs. t plot produced when a DC power supply current
was switched ‘off’ to ‘on’ for both 0.5 A and 3 A settings. The oscilloscope captures of the experiments are
shown in Figure’s I.1 and I.2. The time constant of the transducer, verified by both captures, was
around 2 ms.

Figure I.1. Time Response of 0 to 0.5 A Test (Axis: 1.00 ms/div, 200 mV/div)

Figure I.2. Time Response of 0 to 0.3 A Test (Axis: 2.00 ms/div, 500 mV/div)
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SQ2020-2F8 DAQ Test:
The SQ2020-2F8 Data Logger’s response to switching signals was tested using a signal generator. A square
wave at 50% duty cycle was inputted into the DAQ at various frequencies and the logged values were
analyzed. The results showed that when the logging interval of the DAQ occurred over a positive to negative
switch of the square wave, the logged value was somewhere in between the peaks of the signal. These logged
values repeated in a pattern depending on the frequency of the square wave. Figure I.3 shows the DAQ’s
5 Hz logged value pattern of a 1.165 Vpp, 0.1275 Voffset, 0.713 Hz square wave signal. To note, a gain of 1 V
to 2 A was applied to get the y axis amperage units. In the figure, each value not reading peak values, 1.42
or -0.91 A, was affected by the square wave switching occurring during the log interval.

Figure I.4 shows the 1 Hz logged value patterns of a 20, 30, and 40 Hz square wave signal at 1.595 Vpp and
0.245 Voffset. Each frequency signal is associated with a different amplitude data pattern, 20 Hz corresponding
to the largest amplitude and 40 Hz the smallest. The figure shows that at these higher signal frequencies, not
only is every data point affected by the square wave switching, but the range of the logger readings narrows
when the frequency is increased. Figure I.5 demonstrates that at 60 Hz, the range of the logger readings has
narrowed to a point of convergence at the average of the square wave signal, (Voffset ∗ 2), 0.49 A.

Figure I.3. 5 Hz Logged Value Pattern of a 1.165 Vpp, 0.1275 Voffset, 0.713 Hz Square Wave Signal
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Figure I.4. 1 Hz Logged Value Patterns of a 20, 30, and 40 Hz Square Wave Signal at 1.595 Vpp
and 0.245 Voffset

Figure I.5. 1 Hz Logged Value Patterns of a 60 Hz Square Wave Signal at 1.595 Vpp and 0.245 Voffset
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J. Matlab Files
CpLambda_Import.m Matlab File:
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CpLambda_Filter.m Matlab File:
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CpLambda_Process.m Matlab File:
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K. Uncertainty of Cp Calculation
The uncertainty of Cp is derived from the uncertainty of every measurement contributing to its final value.
Table K.1 shows the uncertainties of Vwind, ieff, Vgen, Rrotor, and ρ. Table K.1 Column 3, the total uncertainty
of each measurement, was calculated using Equation K.1 for Vwind, ieff, and Vgen. The A and B subscripts
correspond to the Table K.1 Column 2 uncertainties in each measurement. The total uncertainty of ρ was
calculated using the ideal gas law, 𝜌 = 𝑃/𝑅𝑇, in conjunction with the temperature and pressure ranges
occurring during the testing period. Equation K.2 is the uncertainty propagation equation used to calculate
the total uncertainty of ρ.

Table K.1. Total Uncertainty Measurements of Cp

Measurement
Wind Speed, Vwind
Anemometer
DAQ Resolution
Current, ieff
I transducer
DAQ Resolution
Voltage, Vgen
V transducer
DAQ Resolution
Rotor Radius, Rrotor
Measurement Resolution
Density, ρ
Temperature Range
Pressure Range

Uncertainty

Total Uncertainty

0.025 m/s
0.0045 m/s

0.0254 m/s

0.2 A
0.01 A

2.002 A

6V
0.01 V

6.0 V

1/32’’

1/32’’

6K
0.3 kPa

0.0095 kg/m3

𝑢 = √𝑢𝐴 2 + 𝑢𝐵 2

(K.1)

𝜕𝜌 2
𝜕𝜌 2
𝑢𝜌 = ( ) 𝑢𝑝 + ( ) 𝑢 𝑇
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑇

(K.2)

The uncertainty of Cp was calculated using Equation K.3. The worked-out form of this equation is shown in
Equation K.4. The Matlab script CpLambda_Uwind.m used Equation K.4 to calculate the uncertainty of Cp
for each lambda bin. The ieff, Vgen, and Vwind values used in Equation K.4 were the averages of the respective
λ bin the uncertainty was calculated for.
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2

(
𝑢𝐶𝑝 =

2

2

(

√

𝜕𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝐶𝑝
∗ 𝑢𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 ) + (
∗ 𝑢𝜌 )
𝜕𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝜕𝜌

2

𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑢𝐶𝑝

(K.3)

2

𝜕𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝐶𝑝
∗ 𝑢𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 ) + (
∗ 𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓 ) + (
∗ 𝑢𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) + ⋯
𝜕𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛
𝜕𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

2

𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛

2

2

−3 ∗ 𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓 0.0254m
(
∗ 6.0V) + (
∗ 0.2002A) + (
∗
) +⋯
1
1
1
s
3
3
4
𝜌𝐴𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝜌𝐴𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝜌𝐴𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
2
2
2
=
2
2
−2 ∗ 𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓
−𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑓
(
∗ 0.03125′′) + (
∗ 0.0095 kg/m3 )
1 3
1 2 4
3
𝜌𝑉
𝜋𝑅
𝜌
𝐴𝑉
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑
√
2 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
2
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(K.4)

L. Number of 5 Second Average Data Points in Vwind, λ Bins
Table L1. Number of 5 Second Average Data Points in Vwind, λ Bins (0.1 < λ < 4.5)

Vwind Bin

λ Bin

3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

Avg Vwind in
Bin
3.73
4.57
5.45
6.48
7.48
8.39
9.39

0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.7
0
0
0
2
3
1
0

0.9 1.1
0
0
1 14
11 29
18 25
24 18
0
3
0
0

1.3 1.5
0
0
20 12
38 24
21
7
19 17
0
3
0
0

1.7
0
16
35
7
12
4
0

1.9 2.1
0
1
27 12
36 24
3
2
12
9
2
8
0
0

2.3 2.5
1
1
28 35
21 38
10 12
8 15
0 11
0
1

2.7 2.9
6 22
65 33
48 50
26 13
17 21
20 14
2 15

3.1
15
36
57
29
21
23
16

3.3 3.5
9
5
63 63
38 25
23 38
21 36
24 19
24 10

3.7 3.9
0
3
66 49
32 19
69 66
43 44
38 30
6 11

4.1
1
30
32
87
54
40
8

4.3 4.5
2
8
33 31
63 87
103 41
39 68
51 28
4
2

Vwind Bin

Table L2. Number of 5 Second Average Data Points in Vwind, λ Bins (4.7 < λ < 9.1)

3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

λ Bin
Avg Vwind in
Bin
4.7 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.3 8.5 8.7 8.9 9.1
3.73
9 24 19 25 21 28 42 26 32 18 20 25 35 20 16 19 13
9
2
3
0
0
0
4.57 47 64 86 103 136 106 102 76 82 84 57 56 47 39 46 49 41 42 33 18 10
3
2
5.45 88 97 89 88 124 128 94 76 45 46 58 52 75 82 71 46 38 21 20 17
5
3
1
6.48 32 39 49 65 32 46 45 80 87 91 71 72 32 26 22 16 24 17 13
4
0
0
0
7.48 59 58 54 70 67 67 53 43 85 66 66 29 17
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8.39 30 26 43 22 28 23 27 31 22
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9.39
2
1
2
4
9
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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M. Determination of RISO Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α Curves and Cl /Cd vs. α Curve
To obtain the Cl /Cd vs. α curve of the RISO-A-27 and RISO-A-18 airfoil profiles, the numeric data of the
Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α curves in Figures 3 and 4 needed to be determined. As Figures 3 and 4 are image file
types, the curves could only be estimated. To do so, the software WebPlotDigitalizer (Version 4.3) was used.
WebPlotDigitalizer is a free open source software used to extract numerical data from images. The software
provided accuracy to the pixel width of the Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α curves.
For each Cl vs. Cd and Cl vs. α curve, twenty-eight (Cl, Cd) and (Cl, α) points were assessed. The (Cl, α) points
were linearly interpolated between to get a fully defined Cl vs. α curve for each airfoil. Using the curve, the
α of each (Cl, Cd) point was determined. With this data, the Cl /Cd vs. α curves in Figure 25 were generated.
Figure M.1 and M.2 show each airfoils (Cl, Cd) points and Cl vs. α curve used for the Cl /Cd vs. α plots. Table
M.1 and M.2 provide the extracted data used to plot Cl /Cd vs. α for each airfoil curve.
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Figure M.1. RISO-A-27 (Cl, Cd) Data Points and Cl vs. α Curve Used for Cl /Cd vs. α Plot (Re = 2.5E6)

Figure M.2. RISO-A-18 (Cl, Cd) Data Points and Cl vs. α Curve Used for Cl /Cd vs. α Plot (Re = 3.0E6)
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Table M.1. RISO-A-27 Numeric Data Used for Cl /Cd vs. α Curve
Cd
0.00768
0.00768
0.00768
0.00768
0.00787
0.00787
0.00805
0.00823
0.00841
0.00896
0.00915
0.00951
0.01024
0.01061
0.01134
0.01299
0.01518
0.01720
0.01957
0.02195
0.02598
0.03018
0.03384
0.03841
0.04390
0.04793
0.05360

Cl
-0.10568
0.00168
0.14483
0.27264
0.41580
0.55384
0.67144
0.84017
1.00378
1.15209
1.27992
1.41288
1.51519
1.56634
1.60731
1.63301
1.64342
1.64359
1.65402
1.64911
1.63412
1.61402
1.59389
1.57383
1.54362
1.52351
1.49332
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α (deg)
-3.08500
-2.27500
-1.17720
-0.20000
0.89040
1.95500
2.91200
4.15670
5.45323
6.66580
7.66000
8.77345
9.64640
10.04600
10.39160
10.69530
10.91700
10.92300
11.47040
12.69100
13.01000
13.22440
13.38000
13.51000
13.69590
13.83170
14.09740

Cl /Cd
-13.75580
0.21829
18.85042
35.48625
52.86180
70.41066
83.42164
102.06506
119.29033
128.53282
139.93797
148.53311
147.91119
147.63240
141.71944
125.73399
108.24135
95.58478
84.50442
75.12611
62.90960
53.47473
47.09860
40.96942
35.16019
31.78827
27.86171

Table M.2. RISO-A-18 Numeric Data Used for Cl /Cd vs. α Curve
Cd

Cl
0.0095
0.0091
0.0078
0.0077
0.0077
0.0079
0.0079
0.0081
0.0083
0.0083
0.0079
0.0081
0.0087
0.0090
0.0096
0.0103
0.0121
0.0148
0.0179
0.0208
0.0239
0.0277
0.0319
0.0355
0.0389
0.0431
0.0485

-0.1392
0.0028
0.1599
0.2511
0.3931
0.5047
0.6366
0.7583
0.9104
1.0068
1.1183
1.2349
1.3668
1.4936
1.5596
1.6053
1.6156
1.6260
1.6364
1.6468
1.6420
1.6372
1.6224
1.6125
1.5925
1.5777
1.5578
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α (deg)
-3.9280
-2.7800
-1.5220
-0.7763
0.3951
1.2796
2.3480
3.3800
4.6490
5.4467
6.3529
7.3100
8.4405
9.4852
10.1204
10.4825
10.5933
10.7417
11.0150
11.7650
12.0140
12.2570
12.6234
12.8154
13.1181
13.3041
13.5198

Cl /Cd
-14.7243
0.3057
20.3862
32.7527
51.2016
64.1515
80.8119
93.9961
110.2287
121.7911
141.3441
152.4322
157.9251
165.4695
162.8789
155.8000
133.3328
109.5904
91.3201
79.0946
68.6970
59.0885
50.8959
45.4223
40.8935
36.5951
32.0887

